Our Risk Intelligence Scanning Uncovers 3 Major Areas
of Risk: PII Discovery, Vulnerability Scanning & Payment
Data Discovery.
Safeguard Sensitive Personal Data from Attack
Personally identifiable information (PII), or any data that can be used to identify an
individual, represent a major risk to companies. If breached, this information can lead to
lawsuits and can cripple your credibility. MSP Risk Intelligence roots out PII wherever it
lives—before it’s in-transit. MSP Risk Intelligence goes beyond PII to offer customizable
scans for all sorts of protected health information (PHI) to help organizations comply
with HIPAA and other health-related laws.

Discover All Types of PII
•

Personal information: Scan systems for email addresses, license plate numbers,
bank accounts, social security numbers, ACH data, credit card numbers, and much
more.

•

Payment data: Locate all types of credit card numbers, including Visa, MasterCard,
American Express, JCB, Diner’s Club Maestro Cards, and more.

•

Financial risk profile: Receive a quantified financial risk assessment on each piece
of PII.

•

Hard-to-find insecure data: Locate sensitive data both in-transit and at-rest.
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Secure All PHI
•

Protected health information: Locate multiple kinds of PHI, including insurance
numbers, patient photos, patient charts, medical records, account numbers,
procedure codes, and more.

•

Customizable checks: Leverage out-of-the-box scans or customize scans based on
your organization’s needs.

•

HIPAA compliance: Meet the important HIPAA compliance requirements for audit
controls, ePHI authentication, and integrity controls.

•

Streamlined remediation: Use sensitive data file paths in MSP Risk Intelligence to
quickly secure both PII and PHI. And by knowing the amount of potential financial
liability, it’s easy to prioritize the biggest threats first.

Locate Security Holes in Your Systems
These days, hackers have more tricks up their sleeves than ever before. Whether
it’s phishing emails, drive-by downloads, or old-fashioned malware, malicious attackers
have a lot of options to try to exploit a company's IT security. MSP Risk Intelligence
scans systems not only for unsecured data, but for any potential vulnerabilities that an
outside party might try to exploit.

Run Powerful Vulnerability Scans
•

Host-based scanning: Use host-based scanning to run vulnerability checks across
devices on your networks without having to deal with permission issues per device.

•

Lightweight scans: Additionally, host-based scanning allows scans to run locally,
avoiding drains on network resources.
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•

Emerging threat discovery: MSP Risk Intelligence leverages the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) database to uncover the latest threats. MSP
Risk Intelligence syncs with the database every night so your vulnerability scans
catch the latest threats.

•

Cross-device search: Root out potential vulnerabilities across networks, servers,
workstations, applications, and mobile devices.

Uncover the Following Vulnerabilities
•

Unpatched software: MSP Risk Intelligence will discover unpatched software
across your networks, protecting you from threats.

•

Email: MSP Risk Intelligence also scans Outlook files for known vulnerabilities and
threats.

•

Mac and Windows operating systems vulnerabilities: MSP Risk Intelligence
covers all known malware threats registered with the CVSS database and runs on
Mac, Windows, and Linux.

•

Threats from VPN connections: Configure scans to automatically run when a new
or unknown device connects to your network.

Protect Credit Card Data and Help Ensure PCI DSS
Compliance
Perhaps one of the biggest nightmares for your clients would be to lose customer credit
card information. Beyond the trust lost for the company in the marketplace, a business
in this position could face lawsuits or hefty compliance fines. To combat this, the PCI
DSS standards were created to protect consumers by having businesses adhere to
security standards when handling transactions. MSP Risk Intelligence helps businesses
tackle PCI DSS compliance by discovering payment information in even the hardest-tolocate areas. On top of that, MSP Risk Intelligence scans work seamlessly for clients that
operate across multiple locations and have multiple mobile devices under management.
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Scan and Encrypt
•

PCI DSS required scans: Perform PCI DSS internal vulnerability and Primary
Account Number (PAN) scans using a simple, host-level authentication pattern.

•

Multiple supported device types: Scan for payment information across servers,
workstations, and mobile devices.

•

Encryption for data-in-transit and data-at-rest: Encrypt transferred data via IPsec
or SSL VPN tunnels, and secure data-at-rest without the need for a full public key
infrastructure deployment.

Scan Across File Types and Technologies
•

Extensive file types: Scan text, MS Office, and compressed files as well as
databases, email and email archives, and much more.

•

Cross-platform compatibility: Search across Windows, Mac OS X, Android, and
iOS.

•

Multiple technologies supported: Covers Exchange, SharePoint, databases, email,
email archives, cloud storage technologies, and much more.
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